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Purpose: Congenital bilateral absence of the vas deferens is a pathologic condition associated with normal

spermatogenesis, azoospermia, and lack of both vasa deferentia. A significant association between mutations in

the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator gene among men with congenital bilateral absence of the

vas deferens has been established. The objective of this study was to determine whether the F508C variant in

the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator gene has a significant effect on congenital bilateral

absence of the vas deferens prevalence, when present in conjunction with a second cystic fibrosis trans-

membrane conductance regulator disease causing mutation. Methods and Results: We compared the

frequency of F508C in male subjects submitted for diagnostic testing on suspicion of cystic fibrosis or during

cystic fibrosis carrier screening, to men with a clinical diagnosis of congenital bilateral absence of the vas

deferens. Although frequencies of F508C did not vary significantly between 850 individuals undergoing cystic

fibrosis carrier screening and those submitted for diagnostic testing on suspicion of cystic fibrosis, the

frequency of F508C in the congenital bilateral absence of the vas deferens population was significantly higher

than expected (�2 � 6.95, corrected P � 0.0486). Conclusion: We conclude that the F508C variant in cystic

fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator may represent a pathogenic defect and lead to congenital

bilateral absence of the vas deferens when combined with a second cystic fibrosis transmembrane conduc-

tance regulator mutation. Genet Med 2008:10(12):910–914.
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The etiology of congenital bilateral absence of the vas defer-
ens (CBAVD) is not known, but a well-established connection
exists between CBAVD and cystic fibrosis (CF). CF is charac-
terized by recurrent pulmonary infections, elevated sweat
chloride, pancreatic failure, hepatic insufficiency, and other
glandular defects.1 Approximately 98% of CF males exhibit
Wolffian duct abnormalities such as absence of the vas defer-
ens, epididymis, seminal vesicles, or ejaculatory ducts. CF is
caused bymutations in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane con-
ductance regulator (CFTR) gene (OMIM 602421), which en-
codes an epithelial chloride channel.
More than 1,500 disease-associated CFTR mutations have

been reported in the Cystic Fibrosis Mutation Database.2

These can be subdivided based on their molecular mechanism
of action and include mutations that abrogate CFTR synthesis

(e.g., premature stop codons), impair protein maturation, in-
hibit chloride conduction, or confer other abnormalities of
CFTR cellular biology.3

Up to 99% of CBAVD patients carry at least one CF-associ-
ated CFTR mutation.4,5 Thus, CBAVD belongs to a group of
CFTR related disorders and is considered an isolated, urogenital
form of CF.6 The spectrum of the CFTR mutations in CBAVD,
however, differs substantially from classical CF. Clinically “se-
vere” CFTR mutations are typically found in CF individuals,
whereas “mild” CFTR defects or compound heterozygous geno-
types (a severemutation togetherwith amildmutationornormal
allele) are typically observed in CBAVD.7–9

The �F508 CFTR mutation (deletion of phenylalanine at
amino acid position 508 within nucleotide-binding domain
one) is the best described severe CFTR mutation. �F508 is
often present in conjunction with a mild mutation (or no
known second allelic defect) in CBAVD. Another CFTR mu-
tation at the same residue—phenylalanine-to-cysteine re-
placement at CFTR position 508—has also been described.
This F508Cmutation has traditionally been considered to rep-
resent a clinically silent polymorphism and not contribute to
either CF or CBAVD.
The �F508 mutation decreases efficiency of protein folding

and results in premature CFTR degradation in the endoplas-
mic reticulum,10 although F508C is permissive for CFTRmat-
uration.11 When Du et al.11 replaced F508 with cysteine in
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vitro, the protein matured, reached the cell surface and exhib-
ited measurable chloride channel function. Cui et al.12 intro-
duced cysteine at position 508 and conducted a more detailed
study to examine modification of chloride channel activity.
They demonstrated at the single-channel level that F508C in-
creased channel mean closed time compared with wild-type
CFTR, and concluded that the phenylalanine at position 508
may play an important role in channel gating.
The F508C mutation was first described in 1990,13 and has

been viewed primarily as a diagnostic confounder. Because
F508C is located at the same amino acid position as �F508, it
may confer a nearly identical result in the setting of some het-
eroduplex CFTR genotyping methods, necessitating direct
DNA sequencing to distinguish�F508 fromF508C. TheCystic
Fibrosis Mutation Database2 and the NCBI SNP database14 do
not relate F508C (rs 1800093) to any particular phenotype, or
ascribe clinical significance to this polymorphism. Based on
the critical location of F508C and earlier evidence of subtle
defects in CFTR F508C Cl� channel activity, we investigated
the incidence of F508C in patients with CBAVD compared
with individuals screened either for CF carrier status or CF, as
a means of investigating whether any clinical significance
might be associated with this variant.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Selection of study subjects

Subjects in this study includedmen who had undergone full
CFTR gene sequence analysis with the Ambry TestTM: CF at
Ambry Genetics between January 2002 and June 2007. This
group was comprised of 6,970 male patients, 850 of whom
were analyzed for CF carrier screening purposes. All remaining
specimens (5,938) were submitted for diagnostic testing on
suspicion of CF, or with a clinical diagnosis of CBAVD (182).
The referral base for CBAVD typically includes male subjects
with physical examination indicating absence of the vas defer-
ens. The genetic test is sought as a means to determine associ-
ated CFTR mutation(s), or for assessment of CFTR status be-
fore in vitro fertilization. Individuals undergoing CF screening
typically include subjects with a suspected CF phenotype (for
whomgenetic confirmation is sought), and thosewith an atyp-
ical presentation for whom a genetic test can establish the un-
derlying diagnosis of CF.

DNA isolation

Genomic DNA (gDNA) was isolated from blood leuko-
cytes according to standard procedures. gDNA was either
isolated using the GFX genomic blood isolation kit (GE
Healthcare, Chalfont St. Giles, UK), or using a Corbett X-
Tractor automated system (Corbett Robotics, Sydney, Aus-
tralia). DNA was assessed for quality and quantity by aga-
rose gel electrophoresis.

Gene analysis

All subjects in this study were analyzed with the Ambry
TestTM: CF, which evaluates the CFTR gene by modified tem-

poral temperature gradient electrophoresis analysis (mTTGE)
followed by dye terminator DNA sequencing of suspect re-
gions. The test covers all exons, plus at least 20 bases 5� and 3�
into each intervening sequence, and select deep intronic mu-
tations. Briefly, all exons and relevant intronic regions were
amplified using polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Standard
PCR amplification was performed using HotStarTaq Master
Mix (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) with 100–150 ng input
gDNA per reaction. Typical PCR conditions were 1 cycle: 95°C
for 15 minutes, 35 cycles: 94°C for 30 seconds, X°C for 30
seconds, 72°C for 30 seconds, 1 cycle: 72°C for 10 minutes
(annealing temperature (X) was adjusted based on the partic-
ular primer pair). Before gel analysis, PCR products were de-
natured and slowly cooled to allow for maximal heteroduplex
formation. For a subset ofCFTR regions, DNAwasmixedwith
known wild-type DNA samples to facilitate detection of ho-
mozygous mutations. PCR products were then processed for
mTTGE on DCode gels (BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA) and
polyacrylamide gels were analyzed for the presence of muta-
tions after staining in ethidium-bromide and image capture
under UV using a GelDoc system (BioRad, Hercules, CA,
USA). Gel analysis was performed by two technologists and
fragments scored against known controls. By this protocol and
by incorporating overlapping mTTGE designs into the analy-
sis, the method has been found to have comparable sensitivity
and specificity to direct dye terminator sequencing.
Regions indicating the presence of a mutation by mTTGE

were processed for dye terminator sequencing. Apparently af-
fected exonswere first amplifiedwith a unique primer set using
Taq PCR Master Mix (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). Typical
PCR conditions were 1 cycle: 95°C for 5 minutes, 35 cycles:
94°C for 30 seconds, X°C (see above) for 30 seconds, 72°C for
30 seconds, 1 cycle: 72°C for 10 minutes. PCR products were
analyzed via agarose gel electrophoresis, followed by treatment
with ExoSAP-It (USB, Cleveland, OH, USA) according to
manufacturer’s recommendations. Standard dye terminator
cycle sequencing (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA, USA) was
conducted followed by analysis on a CEQ8000 capillary electro-
phoresis sequencer. Exons were sequenced in both sense and an-
tisense directions to identify the precise nucleotide variation. All
reported variations follow the nomenclature based on GenBank
entry NM__000492 and the public database forCFTR.2

Statistical analysis

A 3-way �2 contingency test was performed to ascertain the
significance of F508C frequency differences among the follow-
ing populations: (1) Patients submitted for diagnostic testing
on suspicion of CF, (2) individuals screened for CF carrier
status, and (3) individuals with a clinical diagnosis of CBAVD.
The nature of the data collection and analysis preclude conclu-
sions to be drawn regarding ethnic background, although no
large differences in ethnic composition between the groups
would be expected. Statistical analyses were performed using
the VassarStats web tool15 which is operated by the Vassar Col-
lege StatisticsDepartment. Because F508Cwas present in fewer
than five subjects in two of the three study groups, a Monte
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Carlo simulation of a three categorical sampling distribution
was run for an additional 10,000 samples. Pairwise compari-
sons between the subdivided groups and odds ratios were also
calculated by this program.

RESULTS

Genotype data for F508C was obtained from 850 subjects
undergoing complete CFTR sequence analysis strictly for CF
carrier screening and a group of 182 subjects with a clinical
diagnosis of CBAVD. In addition, data from 5,938 patients

who were submitted for diagnostic testing on suspicion of CF
were analyzed.
Among the 850 individuals who were referred solely for CF

carrier screening, 3 (0.35%) carried the F508C variant without
a second variant. As expected for a carrier screen, none carried
F508C with a second variant. When CFTR from 182 individu-
als with a clinical diagnosis of CBAVD was analyzed, a total of
three (1.65%) individuals were identified to carry the F508C in
addition to another mutation (Table 1). Comparatively, the
allele frequency of F508C in the CBAVD population (3/364
alleles) was 4.68 times more common than in the CF carrier
screening population (3/1700 alleles), conferring an odds ratio
of 4.70 (Table 3).
Further analysis was also conducted to determine the inci-

dence of F508C among the 5,938 male individuals submitted
for diagnostic testing on suspicion of CF. In 18 specimens sub-
mitted for diagnostic testing on suspicion of CF (18/5,938 �
0.303%), F508C was the only detected variant. In five individ-
uals (5/5,938 � 0.084%), the F508C variant was present along
with a second mutation. (Table 2) Three subjects exhibited a
S1251N-F508C genotype (with and without an additional
third variant) and were excluded from the analysis because the
CF associated variant S1251N is known to occur in cis with
F508C.When comparing the allele frequencies of F508C in the
group of patients with CBAVD (3/364 alleles) to those for
whom F508C was observed with a second CFTRmutation (5/
11876 alleles), F508C among CBAVD patients was 19.6 times
more frequent.
Two-way �2 tests revealed that the frequency of F508C was

significantly higher in the CBAVD group than any other group
(Table 3). Specifically, the frequency of the F508C allele in the
CBAVD group was significantly increased compared with the
entire group of patients submitted for diagnostic testing on
suspicion of having CF (23/11876 alleles) �2 � 4.01 (P �
0.0376) and when this group was subdivided to reflect those

Table 1
Genotypes of CBAVD patients

Patient Mutation 1 Mutation 2 Clinical history Age

1 DeltaF508 F508C CBAVD 39

2 DeltaF508 F508C CBAVD, Sinusitis, Asthma 34

3a L206W F508C CBAVD 40

aFamily studies were not performed to determine if these variants are in posi-
tion cis or trans.

Table 2
Genotypes of patients submitted for diagnostic testing on suspicion of CF

Patient Mutation 1 Mutation 2 Clinical history Age

1 G551D F508C Positive newborn screen �1
mo

2 V754M F508C Clinical suspicion of CF 1
mo

3 DeltaF508 F508C Clinical suspicion of CF 24yrs

4 DeltaF508 F508C Clinical suspicion of CF 11yrs

5 DeltaF508 F508C Clinical suspicion of CF 32yrs

CF, cystic fibrosis.

Table 3
Frequencies of F508C among individuals referred for CF carrier screening (n � 850), clinical diagnosis of CBAVD (n � 182), and submitted for diagnostic

testing on suspicion of CF (n � 5938)

Patients diagnosed with CBAVD
(F508C plus another mutation)

CF carrier screening
(F508C only)

Patients submitted for diagnostic testing
on suspicion of having CF

Total
(F508C plus another

mutation) (F508C only)

Patients with F508C 3 3 5a 18 29

Total Patients (alleles) 182 (364) 850 (1700) 5938 (11876) 5938 (11876) 6970 (13940)

F508C allele frequency (%) 0.824 0.176 0.0421 0.151 0.208

0.193

�2, (P) 2.38 (0.0734) 21.94 (0.0016) 5.87 (0.0232)

4.01 (0.0376)

Odds ratio 4.701 4.2827

Chi square and odds ratios are shown for the group with a diagnosis of CBAVD compared with the CF carrier screening, patients submitted for diagnostic testing on
suspicion of CF, or all other pooled groups in pairwise comparisons. P values shown are corrected for 10000 sample simulation.
aDetermined to carry one disease-associated CFTR mutation in addition to F508C.
CF, cystic fibrosis; CBAVD, congenital bilateral absence of the vas deferens; CFTR, cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator.
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carrying a second known CF-causing mutation (5/11876 al-
leles) �2 � 21.94 (P � 0.0016) and those who only carried the
F508C (18/11876 alleles) �2 � 5.87 (P � 0.0232). Direct com-
parison of the CBAVD group to the CF carrier screen group
(3/1700 alleles) yielded a �2 of 2.38 (corrected P � 0.0734).
This nominal P value is a result of the low F508C frequency in
the general population; a comparison of the F508C frequencies
between the CF carrier screen group and the group submitted
for diagnostic testing on suspicion of CF showed no detectable
difference (�2 � 0, P � 1).

In a more robust three-way comparison, the frequency of
F508C in individuals with CBAVD was significantly increased
relative to both the CF carrier screen group (3/1700) and the
group submitted for diagnostic testing on suspicion of CF (23/
11876) (�2� 6.95,P� 0.031). TheMonteCarlo simulation for
10,000 replications yielded a cumulative probability of 0.0486.

DISCUSSION

The phenylalanine-cysteine change was originally observed
in two healthy persons by Kobayashi et al.,13 and has subse-
quently been reported in the literature in at least 12 other in-
dividuals. Four of these were described as normal, healthy sub-
jects without any CF symptoms,16–19 five were CF patients20–22

and three were CBAVD subjects.23,24 Among the CF patients
carrying F508C, otherCFTR alterations (i.e., non F508C) have
sometimes been invoked to explain a CF phenotype. Overall,
F508C has been thought of as a benign variant.
In 1993 Meschede et al.23 first described the presence of

F508C in a surgically documented case of CBAVD. Except for
childhood pneumonia that individual had no typical CF symp-
toms and exhibited sweat electrolytes in the normal range.
Later, Dork et al.24 examined a cohort of 106 German CBAVD
subjects and identified F508C in three of them24 (including one
of the three patients who had previously been described by
Meschede et al.). F508Cwas not detected in 94 normal subjects
or in 500 CF subjects in the same study.24 These findings sug-
gested that F508C might act as a CBAVD specific “mild” mu-
tationwith reduced penetrance, but that the pathogenic role of
the defect would require further investigation.
In the present study, we examined the frequencies of F508C

in a large group of DNA samples from a total population of
6,970men, which on submission to our clinical laboratory had
either been classified as possible CF carriers, clinical diagnosis
of CBAVD or submitted for diagnostic testing on suspicion of
CF. CBAVD is a rare condition that effects approximately 2%
of infertile men.1 Large scale data set analysis as described here
can be helpful for identifying rare or mild CFTR mutations.
We observed F508C in 3/182 CBAVD patients, all of whom
carried an additional CFTR mutation. One of the additional
mutations represents a mild allele (L206W, Table 1).2 We
noted F508C in 3/850 CF carrier screens, and none of these
individuals carried F508C in conjunction with another disease
causingmutation. F508Cwas observed in 23/5,938 individuals
submitted for diagnostic testing on suspicion of CF.

The NCBI SNP database does not provide information re-
garding the frequency of the F508C allele,14 although a handful
of smaller studies have been performed to examine F508C
among CBAVD patients, CF subjects or healthy con-
trols.22,24–26 The F508C mutation was found to be extremely
rare in healthy individuals (0–0.08%).22,24–26 However, higher
frequencies in CF subjects (0.2–0.7%),24,25 and among those
with CBAVD (1–1.4%) were noted.22,24 The present findings
represent the largest study to date of the F508C mutation, and
provide additional evidence for increased frequency of this al-
lele among subjects with CBAVD. The extremely low fre-
quency of F508C observed among normal individuals, during
CF carrier screening, and among subjects genotyped for suspi-
cion of CF together with the previously demonstrated mild
functional defects24 suggest that F508C is in fact a mild patho-
genic mutation that can result in CBAVD, and should be
viewed in this light as part of genetic screening for either
CBAVD or atypical CF.
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